HAVANA GLASGOW FILM FESTIVAL 2022
Programme with CC and BSL interpretation

TRAINING TO TEACH: LITTLE KNOWN STORIES + Q&A (N/C 15+)
Tuesday 8 November, 17:30 - 19:00 Glasgow Women’s Library

A series of four short films telling the little known stories of Black women and men who took
part in Cuba's Literacy Campaign. Followed by Q&A with Cuban director and hip-hop musician
Magia López Cabrera and editor Lusmila Lamothe Lafargue, who will also introduce the films.
“In 1960, Fidel Castro summoned thousands of young people to go to the fields in eastern
Cuba to teach literacy to a large group of peasant women and men who lived in those regions.
More than 3000 young people were quickly mobilised and trained to carry out this special
mission. Three groups were organised, known as the 1st, 2nd and 3rd contingent.

During that period, more than 10,000 classrooms were built and volunteer men and women
also helped with vaccinating, taking censuses and planting and growing.
This was the prelude to the great literacy campaign that would come a year later.
We have selected 4 stories from this series - testimonies by teachers and volunteer teachers
who were involved. They open up new questions about that period including people’s
motivations, the challenges and the learning that took place.” - Magia and Lusmila
- Episode 1: Esteban Morales Domínguez
Magia López Cabrera | Cuba | Spanish with English subtitles | 13 m | Documentary
A volunteer teacher who was in the first contingent. An outstanding analyst and political
scientist, he shares his experiences of racism and class conflict.
- Episode 2: Norma de la C. Díaz Rondón
Magia López Cabrera | Cuba | Spanish with English subtitles | 10 m | Documentary
A volunteer teacher in the third contingent who was the young daughter of the last veteran
mambí of Manzanillo.
- Episode 3: Edelys Padron
Magia López Cabrera | Cuba | Spanish with English subtitles | 10 m | Documentary
A blind teacher who taught a group of blind, visually impaired and disabled people to read
and write using braille.
- Episode 4: Melba Rodriguez and Cesar Izaguirre - 10min
Magia López Cabrera | Cuba | Spanish with English subtitles | 10 m | Documentary
A true love story about two young people whose paths crossed while volunteering as part of
the project.

Access notes: Bright images, flashing images, flashing lights, flickering images
Content notes: Discussion of violence, murder and racism

BLACK CUBAN SHORT FILMS: A CONTEMPORARY WAYWARD SELECTION + Q&A
(N/C 18+)
Wednesday 9 November 17.50 - 20:10 CCA Glasgow

What are you expecting from Black Cuban Cinema? It is probably not here. This event brings
together an intriguing selection of seven contemporary short films in different formats and
scales: animation, documentary, experimental, fiction and videoclips, all together, all made by
contemporary Black Cuban filmmakers, some who live abroad, some who remain on the
island.
This unpredictable blend is made up of an intimate approach to sexuality and gender identity,
a social media comedy, an experimental ritual to San Lazaro, an analogy between
cimarronismo and homosexuality, a real life project that promotes free expression via Hip-Hop
among marginalised youth, an experiment in digital poetics, and two dramas, one about a
circus and its lion during the Special Period and an energetic different kind of Cuban story,
about two top internet influencers competing to be number one.
- Song to San Lazaro / Canto a San Lázaro
Raydel Araoz I Cuba 2009 I 4m I Music Video by Grupo Hipálage
Winner of the 2009 Lucas Award for Best Folk Music Video.
- The Fugitives / Los Cimarrones
Damián Sainz Edwards I Cuba 2021 I 12m I Spanish with English subtitles I Fiction
The rainforest at night hides the deepest terrors of Orestes: the darkness, the slave spirits
and the homosexuality of his brother

- Obsession / Obsesión
Magia López I Cuba 2018 I 10m I Spanish with English subtitles I Documentary
Over the last 20 years, Cuban hip hop duo Obsesión made up by Alexei Rodríguez (aka: El
Tipo Este) and Magia López (manager of The Cuban Rap Agency) have used hip hop as an
expressive tool for young people to address and eliminate discrimination.
- Archetypes / Arquetipos
Raydel Araoz I Cuba 2009 I 6m I Spanish with English subtitles I Experimental
In this audiovisual collage a group of women talk candidly about their breasts and men’s
penises.
- DgitalB
Pablo D. Herrera Veitia I Scotland 2006 I 9m I Spanish and English I Experimental
From a dream, to an intimate song made public, to an interview on hiphop, to an assessment
of culture that intervenes with and entangles intricate associations between the local and
Diaspora, dgitalB is a crossroads for electric voices in transit. Pablo D. Herrera Veitia is an
Afro-Cuban hip hop producer and urban music manager.
- Mondongo Cubano
Ricardo Bacallao I Cuba 2014 I 10m

I Spanish with English subtitles I Fiction

During the worst economic crisis in Cuba in the 90s, a lion tamer called Manolo decides to
bring home a lion from the National Circus
-The Fight / El Combate
Pedro Pulido Brizuela I Cuba 2022 I 36m I Spanish with English subtitles I Fiction
Two Influencers, obsessed with obtaining the largest number of followers on the networks,
are involved in a boxing match, incited by a group of netizens. Through an entire media
show, the followers will have to define the result.

Followed by Q&A with Cuban directors Ricardo Bacallao and Magia López Cabrera and
writers Hugo Rivalta and Brian Beadie

Access notes: Bright images, flashing images, flashing lights, loud sounds
Content notes: Depiction of death, nudity and sex

AN ANIMATED CUBA: FOCUS ON ERMITIS BLANCO (N/C 15+)
Wednesday 9 November, 20:30 - 22:10 CCA Glasgow

Interested in Cuban animation? Don’t miss these three short animations by Ermitis Blanco.
Ermitis is a prolific Cuban illustrator, cartoonist, and animator who has managed design
concepts for many films and advertising from his Cuban house production Ñooo.
Ermitis began his career as a magazine illustrator, then studied in the Animation Studies of
ICAIC where he gained experience working for various prolific productions including Vampires
in Havana II. His short film FLY was nominated for the Prix Jeunesse.
- FLY
Yolanda Durán & Ermitis Blanco I Cuba 2012 I 6m I Spanish with English subtitles I Music
Video by Danay Suárez
Music video about a young woman who lives in a sideral world, but who one day breaks a
wall and goes to a big city.
- No Country For Old Squares
Ermitis Blanco I Cuba 2016 I 13m I Animation fiction
The only information citizens receive in a dystopian country is from their unchallenged leader
until one of its inhabitants begins to see things differently.

- The Island And The Signs / La Isla Y Los Signos
Raydel Araoz I Cuba 2014 I 52m I Spanish with English subtitles I Animated Documentary
Writer and artist Samuel Feijóo responded to newly drawn maps of Cuba through his graphic
travel magazine called Signos, where he narrated his own travels through the mythological
universe of folk culture. 24 years later, a young man redraws the trip following the trail left by
Feijóo in his magazine.

Access notes: Bright images, flashing images, flashing lights
Content notes: Depiction of violence

CONVERSATION WITH MY GRANDMOTHER / DIALOGO CON MI ABUELA (N/C 12+)
Gloria Rolando I Cuba 2016 I 58m I Spanish with English subtitles I Documentary
Saturday 12 November, 13:00 - 14:30 Glasgow Women’s Library

Filmmaker Gloria Rolando focuses on the cross-sections of African and Caribbean roots of
Cuban culture. This documentary, which mixes footage and fiction, is inspired by the life of,
and draws upon an interview with her beloved grandmother Inocencia Armas Abreu in 1993.
The film invites us into her everyday life and presents a tribute to the larger history, struggle
and tenacity of Black Cubans and Black Cuban women in particular.
As Gloria herself has noted, with this project she hopes to "contribute a small piece to the
mobilisation of consciousness”.

Followed by a conversation with Gloria Rolando’s sister Magaly Rolando.

Access note: Flashing lights
Content notes: Discussion of colonialism and racism

MY CONTRIBUTION / MI APORTE (N/C 12+)
Sara Gómez I Cuba 1972 I 33m I Spanish with English subtitles I Documentary
Saturday 12 November, 15:00 - 15:40 CCA Glasgow

A fascinating illustration of the practical difficulties women encountered when they sought to
achieve economic integration and equality with men in a country at the height of revolution.
How do you play your part if you’re still responsible for the children and the home?
“In 1972 the Federation of Cuban Women commissioned Gómez to make a film about
women’s contribution to the sugar harvest. Mi Aporte (My Contribution) was the result: a 33
minute “report” on women’s lives 13 years after the “triumph of the Revolution.” The film is a
model of feminist consciousness-raising documentary form—self-reflexive, critical, direct. The
“report” is a series of testimonials and portraits of how difficult it is for women to contribute as
full citizens due to the machismo. The film was censored by the FMC and has rarely been
screened on or off the Island.” - Susan Lord

Content notes: Depiction and discussion of sexism

TEACHING FOR THE REVOLUTION (N/C 12+)
Saturday 12 November, 15:50 - 17:00 CCA Glasgow

Two short interviews with women who took part in the Literacy Project by Magia López
Cabrera and Lusmila Lamothe Lafargue plus the documentary by Catherine Murphy that
inspired Magia and Lusmila to delve more deeply into the lives of the teachers.
- Maestras voluntarias / Volunteer Teachers
Catherine Murphy I US / Cuba 2021 I 18 m I English I Documentary
In April of 1960, 1,500 young volunteers headed into the rural mountains of Cuba: the first
teachers in a pilot program that lay groundwork for the large-scale National Literacy
Campaign that would take place the following year.
- Norma de la C. Díaz Rondón
Magia López Cabrera | Cuba | Spanish with English subtitles | 10 m | Documentary
A volunteer teacher in the third contingent who was the young daughter of the last veteran
mambí of Manzanillo.

- Edelys Padron
Magia López Cabrera | Cuba | Spanish with English subtitles | 10 m | Documentary
A blind teacher who taught a group of blind, visually impaired and disabled people to read
and write using braille.

OGGUN: AN ETERNAL PRESENCE (N/C 18+)
Gloria Rolando I Cuba 1991 I 52m I Spanish with English subtitles I Documentary
17:15 - 18:15 CCA Glasgow

Narrated by Lázaro Ros - apwong (Yoruba praise singer), lead singer of El Conjunto
Folklorico Nacional de Cuba and advocate for the preservation of Afro-Cuban culture for future
generations, the film tells a parable of Oggun, the banished warrior deity who only Oshun,
deity of the river and fresh water, luxury and pleasure, beauty and love, can lure back to
civilization for the good of humanity.
The world of the Yoruba religion (a primary religion in Cuba) and the Orisha come alive in this
mesmerizing film which intertwines traditional stories with present-day Yoruba worship in
Cuba including chanting, dancing and a ‘tambor’ - a Yoruba religious ceremony with bata
drums.

Followed by a 35-minute break for some Haitian soup drinks and conversation between
films.

Access notes: Bright images, flashing lights, loud sounds
Content notes: Depiction of nudity. Discussion of abuse.

RESHIPMENT / REEMBARQUE (N/C 15+)
Gloria Rolando I Cuba 2014 I 59m I Spanish with English subtitles I Documentary
Saturday 12 November, 18:45 - 20:15 CCA Glasgow

In the early 20th century, Haitians crossed the Gulf of Gonaives to work as labourers in the
cane fields of Eastern Cuba. When the sugar market crashed, many were forcibly returned to
Haiti. Exploring one chapter of the complex economic and social history of the Caribbean, the
film shows how despite discrimination suffered by the Haitians, the Creole language, vodou,
and other musical and dance traditions remain strongly embedded in the Cuban cultural
landscape.

Followed by a discussion between director Magaly Rolando and Dr Peggy Brunache, Haitian
American Food Historian and Archaeologist, Lecturer in the History of Atlantic Slavery at
Glasgow University.

Access notes: Flashing lights, loud sounds
Content notes: Discussion of colonialism, slavery, racism

THE LAST COUNTRY / EL ÚLTIMO PAÍS (N/C 15+)
Gretel Marín Palacio I Brazil / Cuba / Angola 2017 I 70m I Spanish with English subtitles I
Documentary
Saturday 12 November, 20:30 – 21:50 CCA Glasgow

A young filmmaker reveals her conflicting feelings about returning to Cuba after an absence.
A moving and beautifully realised film by this talented new director.
“Living away from Cuba didn’t look dramatic for me, until I began to understand that the country
would change and I wouldn’t be there to watch. I knew that we had to open ourselves to the
world and renew us, but I was afraid that with this renovation the best system with lots of
contradictions and utopias would also fade away.
I wanted to film that change, wanted to meet with Cubans, talk with them, return to belong.
From the outside, things are seen in another way from other points of view. But coming back
to Cuba, worried with the changes, made me feel more apart and weird, instead of restore the
sense of belonging.” - Gretel Marín Palacio

Access notes: Bright images, flashing lights

